
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of fixed operations.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for fixed operations

Ensure trades feed into back office systems accurately and in a timely manner
Act as a liaison between Operations and Clients on trade processing issues
Overall Business Management, including the day to day running and
oversight of the team
MIS, Capacity and Efficiency Management
Frequent contact with Trade Support, Sales Support and Front Office Traders
to resolve potential Settlement issues
Regular communication with our Domestic Agents to maximize on Settlement
efficiency
Daily communication with our offshore Reconciliation team to resolve Bond
and Nostro Breaks in a timely manner
Daily interaction with Treasury and Wholesale Cash Management groups to
facilitate the Cash Funding required for Settlement
Ensure continuity of daily Trade Processing to allow for greater STP and
exception queue monitoring
Fixed Income Ops) Back office processing and controls for fixed income
products, including confirmation, settlement, corporate action GL, and
funding

Qualifications for fixed operations

Must have strong analytical and data management skills, and be able to
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Must have ability to think outside the box when tasked with streamlining and
establishing processes and guidelines for the Digital business
Must be flexible, adaptable, and have a problem solving attitude with a fast-
changing environment
This person must be the type to take initiative, be proactive and not be afraid
to ask questions.Departmental duties can change at any time so flexibility is a
necessary trait
Securities license series 7 preferred or ability to obtain within six months
Must be flexible and adapt to the ever-changing business needs of the group,
be able to work well under pressure in a fast-paced environment, and capable
of setting priorities to meet deadlines


